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Web3 has prompted a paradigm shift from a centralized internet to a 
decentralized digital world. Its value proposition includes 
decentralization, transparency, and security, and all web 3 products are 
built upon those three core values. 

NFTs, the digital ownership form in Web 3.0 have changed the way 
users interact and Crazy Granny has paved the way by being a 
community-building project created with the goal of rewarding its 
investors through passive income and crypto investment opportunities. 



Assets rarities and traits 

Crazy Granny initial collection will contain 4000 non-fungible tokens 
(NFTs). Due to their limited supply, these assets are scarce and will 
increase in value as the project’s adoption and popularity continues to 
rise and as we continue to build and deliver as per our Roadmap. 

Further adding to the scarcity of these collectibles, Crazy Granny 
collection’s initial supply has reduced by the fact that a portion of 
these assets are being used for collaborations with other communities, 
offered in giveaways and competitions and held by the team.  

The unique element of this collections consists of the amount of traits 
used to design the collection, over 250. 



Utility 

Owning assets in the Crazy Granny ecosystem gives your access to an 
array of passive income opportunities. Within this ecosystem, users 
who take part will enjoy a wealth of both financial and value-driven 
benefits. 

By staking your NFT you are eligible to win monthly prizes consisting 
of EGLD, Lkmex, Merch, Whitelist spots from future EGLD projects, 
Egld Airdrops, and Whitelist access in future collections 

A further 20% discount will be applied when renting short-term in Sibiu 
from one of CG's nephew’s properties 



And lastly, 10% of the funds raised from the sale will be staked to participate 
at the lottery on Maiar Launchpad to invest in early stage crypto projects and 
all profits will be distributed back to CG holders.



Early adoption rewards 

Crazy Granny collection is the first in a series that will be released as 
part of a wider project. As per our Roadmap we plan on launching a 
second collection: Jolie and a Play to Earn game that will feature both 
collections. 

Being an early adopter to this collection means getting to build the 
community around you and benefiting directly from the network’s 
growth. It also means getting to enjoy a wealth of benefits such as 
increased access to future drops. 



We are even given airdrops and Whitelist spots to our early adopters 
and investors. All those who Whitelist and mint, will automatically 
receive Whitelist to our future Collection (Jolie) 

Those who will mint 5 and above NFTs during Pre-sale will 
automatically receive NFT Airdrop from our next collection. 
Both categories will be included in a giveaway with 2 big prizes to be 
won: iPhone 13 & MacBook Pro  

And lastly, those who will mint 3 NFTs and above during the Public sale 
will automatically receive Whitelist to our next Collection  



Tokenomics 



Roadmap 

Q1 2022 - Completed 
- NFTs design art 
- Open Discord, Twitter, Telegram  
- Launch Website  
- NFT collection reveal 
- The start of our marketing campaign 
- Giveaways for the community 

Q2 2022 - Completed 
- Project launch 
- Partnership announcements 
- Additional benefits revealed to our NFT community 
- Unveiling our NFT collection 
- Media coverage campaign  



Q3 2022 - In progress  
- Pre-sale and Public sale Announcements  
- Organize AMA sessions across Twitter, Telegram, and Discord 
- Release Lite paper 
- Create a promo video for our NFT project  
- Creating Holders Only channel on Discord 
- Project launch  
- Growing our team to  ensure project development  
- Staking goes live on our website  

Q4 2022 - Upcoming  
- 2nd NFT Collection Announcements  
- Airdrop & Whitelist Strategy to CG holders 
- Token announcements   
- NFTs Play to Earn integration  



Q1 2023 - Upcoming  
- Design a marketing campaign to include all profits released 
- P2E project partnerships 
- Announce Token Staking  feature  
- Release Beta Version of the P2E game 



Team 

The Team is fully Doxxed and introduced themselves to the Public over on Discord. 
We’re 6 Team members with various backgrounds from Finance to Real Estate and IT 
but we all share a passion for the Blockchain and Web 3.0. 



Check out our socials and join us in turning our vision into reality 

https://crazygrannynft.com 

https://discord.gg/crazygranny 

https://twitter.com/crazygrannynft

https://crazygrannynft.com
https://discord.gg/crazygranny
https://twitter.com/crazygrannynft
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